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ABSTRACT

It is important to monitor long lived alpha radionuclides as plutonium (238pU, 219*140pU) in the

field of working area and environment of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, because it is well known that

potential risks of cancer-causing from alpha radiation is higher than gamma radiations. Thus, these

monitoring are required high sensitivity, high resolution and rapid determination in order to

measure a very low-level concentration of plutonium isotopes. In such high sensitive monitoring,

natural radionuclides, including radon (122 Rn or 2'oRn) and their progenies, should be eliminated as

low as possible.

In this situation, a sophisticated discrimination method between Pu and progenies of 222 Rn or

22ORn using time interval analysis (TIA) , which was able to subtract short-lived radionuclides using

the time interval distributions calculation of successive alpha and beta decay events within

millisecond or microsecond orders, was designed and developed. In this system, alpha rays from

214po, 216 Po and 212po are extractable. TIA measuring system composes of Silicon Surface Barrier

Detector (SSD), an amplifier, an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) a Multi-Channel Analyzer

(MCA), a high-resolution timer (TIMER), a multi-parameter collector and a personal computer. In

ADC, incidental alpha and beta pulses are sent to the MCA and the TIMER simultaneously. Pulses

from them are synthesized by the multi-parameter collector. After measurement, natural

radionuclides are subtracted.

Airborne particles were collected on membrane filter for 60 minutes at 100L/niin.. Small Pu

particles were added on the surface of it. Alpha and beta rays were measured and natural

radionuclides were subtracted within times of 145msec.by TIA. As a result of it, the hidden Pu in

natural background could be recognized clearly.

The lower limit of determination Of 239pU is calculated as 6 X 10-9 /CM3 . This level is

satisfied with the derived air concentration (DAC) Of 239pU (8 X 10-9 /CM3) in Japan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of long lived alpha radionuclides such as plutonium 238 Pu , 239,24OPu is

extremely important around working area of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, because potential risk of

cancer-caused by alpha radiation at the internal exposure is well-known to affect highly rather than

that of gamma radiation. From this situation, the monitoring of x eitters requires high sensitivity,

high resolution and rapid procedure even in very low-level concentration. Activities from natural

radionuclides, including radon (222 Rn or 22ORn) and their progenies, should especially interfere the

highly sensitive monitoring of artificial o emitters. Such interfering signals could be excluded as

low as possible by applying time interval analysis (TIA) of pulses.

A sophisticated discrimination method between artificial a emitters like PU and progenies of
222 22 1,2,3Rn or Rn as natural radionuclides using time interval analysis (TIA) , could be attained.

The components of artificial x emitters could be evaluated by subtracting short-lived natural

RI-components, based on the TIA-calculation of successive alpha and beta decay events within

millisecond or icrosecond orders, from whole decay events. In TIA-counting systems alpha rays

from 24po 26 Po and 212po with short lives are selectively extractable. The TIA measuring system

composes of a silicon surface barrier detector (SSD), an amplifier, an analog-to digital converter

(ADC) a multi-channel analyzer (MCA), a high-resolution timer (TIMER), a multi-parameter

collector and a personal computer. In the ADC, each incident alpha and beta pulse is sent to the

MCA and the TIMER simultaneously. Pulses from them are synthesized by the multi-parameter

collector. After measurement, natural radionuclides are subtracted.

2. PRINCIPLE

In case of measurement of natural radionuclides, the probabilities of successive incident pulse

pairs (parent-progeny) in detector are quiet high because natural radionuclides (such as progenies

of Rn) have short-lives. On the other hand, in case of measurement of long-lived radionuclides

such as Pu, these probabilities are quiet low within several inutes of measuring time. In the TIA

method, short and long-live radionuclides can be discriminated using the above differences of

probability characteristics. Alpha and beta rays are measured by silicon surface barrier detectors.

After statistical treatment of these energies and time intervals of incident pulses, natural

radionuclides are subtracted from the energy spectrum. Relevant decay pairs in a natural decay

series by TIA are shown in Fig. 
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Fig. I Interested decay pairs in natural decay series

The half-lives of microsecond or illisecond order can be extracted by the TIA method. In a

previous paper4), the TIA-MTA method was discussed in terms of selective detection sensitivity

of pair events related to alpha-decaying nuclides processing millisecond order lives, such a 216po

(half-life of 145ms) 27 At (32.3nis) and 215po (1.78ms). Using a SSD with high sensitivity depth,

TIA is applied to beta-alpha decay pairs such as 214po (0. 164ms) , 212po (0.293,u s) and 213po (4.2

,a S).

With regard to radioactive decay events, the time period of pulses due to decay events

has been handled from the viewpoint of interval distribution functions in two types

consisting of single and multiple time interval analysis (STA and MTA)9). Conceptual

expression of the time interval analysis of STA and MTA are shown in Fig.2.

STA: MP(t)dt M[ a(C A exp f -(C+ A )t I a b C exp(-C -t)]dt

MTA: MP(t)dt M[ a, A exp(- /1 t) + Cdt

A B C D E F

Time

(1) Single Time Interval Analysis (STA) Method

A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E....

(2) Multiple Time Interval Analysis MTA) Method

A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E ....

B-C, B-D, B-E ....

C-D, C-E, C-E....

Fig. 2 Differences of pulses extraction method between STA and NITA
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Here, the following assumptions and definitions of probabilities were taken into account

P(t)dt Prob [An interval started by an event at t=O is terminated by a certain event in dt

after delay of t.]

• t Prcb [An event that has occurred is started by a truly objective parent decay

event.]

• b Prcb [An event that has occurred is started by a background decay event.]

Therefore, the following relation is readily understood.

a,+ ab I

C Count rate of random events

11 Decay constant of correlated event

3. EXPERIMENTAL

This system comprises of a silicon surface barrier detector (ORTEC BA-030-450-2000-S

sensitivity depth; 2000,u m), an amplifier, an analog-to-digital converter, a multi-channel analyzer

(laboratory equipment, List adapter LN-9100-2M), a. timer (laboratory equipment, time list

LN-9000T) and a personal computer. This detector is sufficient to offer a high energy-resolution

(less than 30 keV at 5.5 MeV) on alpha ray spectrometry and high efficiency in alpha and beta

rays. Discrimination of incident pulses using these time interval differences between alpha and

beta pulses can be realized within microsecond in this system. The diagram of this TIA system

is shown in Fig.3.

PU
Tn

Laboratory equipment Laboratory equipment
480I/A LN-9100-2M Multi parameter collector

Laboratory equipment
A OUT List Mode ControUer

ORDERA 8 AB

Pulses are coincided between SCA OUT and TIME

IBM AFFIVA ona Compute

Fig. 3 Diagram of TIA system
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Both alpha and beta pulses measured by SSD are sent to the analog-to-digital converter (ADQ

and then followed to both the timing data analyzing (high resolution timer, resolution; I sec.) and

energy data processing (multi channel analyzer) circuits. Pulses occurring in the time and energy

spectra are collected in multi-parameter collector and registered into hard disk memories. After

counting, the time interval and energy spectra are drawn to extract the natural decay series

components from each multip le time interval distribution and these natural radionuclides are

subtracted from te gross energy spectrum.

In order to prove the TIA theory, a subtraction experiment involving natural radionuclides

from the gross energy spectrum without chemical separations was carried out as described below.

Airborne particles were collected on a membrane filter (polytetrafluoroethylene MILLIPORE

FSLWO4700 pore radius:3 gm for 60 minutes at 100L/niin.by Tokyo-Direc. Inc. CSP-50 in its

JNC Tokai works. After adding small Pu particles, which were kept in vinyl tape, to the surface of

measuring sample, the filter was covered with a thin polyester filter in order to preventing from

contamination. Alpha and beta rays were measured by SSD for 60 minutes. After measurement

natural radionuclides were subtracted by TIA.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energy spectrum of airborne particles using conventional alpha spectrometry is shown in

Fig. 4 In this figure, the horizontal and vertical axes refer to channel of energy and counts per

channel, respectably; beta peaks that contained progenies of Rn and alpha peaks that contained Pu

and progenies of Rn are shown on it. This spectrum could not separate Pu isotopes such a 238PU

and 239,24OPu because the surface of the measuring sample was covered with a thin polyester film.

Furthermore the energy peak from Pu was moved to a lower energy level due to self-absorption of

alpha rays.

nuclides

Cd a nuclides (Pu+Rn)

U loll
a nuclides (Rn)

0

1001
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Channel

Fig. 4 Energy spectrum of airborne particles by conventional alpha spectrometry
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Thus an attempt was made to subtract natural radionuclides (such as Rn and its progenies)

using TIA from the gross energy spectra. Fig. shows the result of subtraction within 16 times of

145 msec.. In this case, 145 msec." refers the half-life of 216po, which is the longest half-life in the

natural decay series extractable by TIA, and 16 times" refers to life-time, respectively. However,

the peak of alpha nuclides contained progenies of Rn in this figure.

I N.

nu�lides

Ce nuclidts (Pu+ R6)
----------- ------------- -------------

U

10(4 .......

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Channel

Fig. Energy spectrum of airborne particles subtracted using TIA within 16 times of 145msec.

Thus, the extracted time interval was changed from 1.5 times to times of 145msec. because

efficiency of this detector is 20%. In this situation, only 20% of alpha-alpha or beta-alpha pairs

were obtained simultaneously for subtraction of natural radionuclides from the gross energy

spectrum. The results of the natural radionuclides subtraction experiment are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig.6. Energy spectrum of airborne particles subtracted using TIA within times of 145msec.

In this spectrum, peaks of progenies of Rn disappeared and Pu was recognized clearly. At this

step the energy resolution, was poor; however the basic theory of TIA was proved, because

progenies of Rn were subtracted from the gross energy spectrum. In the future, optimization of
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conditions for subtraction should be required.

The lower limit of determination Of 239p i calculated as 6 X 10-9 B/CM3 in this situation

(sample volume; 6 X 106CM3; counting time: Ihour; background counting time: lhour- background

count rate: .cpm; efficiency: 30%). This level is in accordance satisfied with the derived air

concentration (DAC) of "9Pu (8 X 10-9 Bq/cM3) in Japan.

5. CONCLUSION

In order to using a new discrimination method TIA, natural radionuclides, which was

interference of Pu measurement in airborne samples, such as progenies of Rn were subtracted from

energy spectrum without chemical separations. The lower limit of determination Of 139pU in this

monitoring system is satisfied with the DAC in our country. This new discrimination system is

useful for measuring of long-lived nuclides without any chemical separations. The author try to

improve this TIA system for practical application of radiation monitoring.
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